RAMPART ENERGY COMPANY
Spud Nunivak 1 on 07-08-2009
P & A 08-15-09
*Exp well located in Fairbanks Quad, Nanana Basin

** Aurora considering gas storage at Nicolai Creek.

** LNG plant at Nikiski still evaluating renewal export beyond 2011.

** Reconnaissance work planned for summer 2010 by both Omul and Ecos Geothermal, including remote sensing, geophysical data, and geologic fieldwork. Omul hopes to begin slim hole drilling program in 2010-2011.

** Exxon purchase of XTO

** Pioneer plans to work over Hansen 1A-L1 well in 2010.

** Enstar/ANR evaluating third party gas storage for Cook Inlet.

** RUTTER & WILBANKS
Copper River, re-entered Ahtna #1-19 with coiled tubing, 08-22-2009, P & A in September 2009
*Exp well located near Glenallen

** Marathon planning to spud Sunrise well January 2010.

** Nordik Energy Partners seeking federal permits to drill east of the Swanson River on CIRI acreage.

** RCA approves gas supply contract for Armstrong Oil and Gas’ North Fork field. Armstrong plans to shoot 3D seismic in 2010.

** Reconnaissance work planned for summer 2010 by both Omul and Ecos Geothermal, including remote sensing, geophysical data, and geologic fieldwork. Omul hopes to begin slim hole drilling program in 2010-2011.
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